
To  complete your model you will need: Gibson/Romford 12mm 
disc/disc-braked wheels & bearings, couplings, Railmatch Paint 282 
Barclays Blue, Humbrol Matt 24 Yellow. 

Instructions for POA/SSA 51t Scrap Wagon
History: before the introduction of the purpose built wagons, most 
scrap was carried in 16 and 21 ton mineral wagons. These wagons 
were unsuitable for the 'Speedlink' service, so in 1976 British Rail 
built two wagons to demonstrate what was required (MFA). Also in 
the same year a similar wagon was built by Railease, RLS 5900. 
During the next few years this wagon was used to test clearances in 
scrap yards and steelworks. Then in 1982 a batch of 20 wagons was 
built, with horizontal bracing on the sides and slightly longer than 
the prototype. Two years later, a further batch of 160 wagons was 
built by Standard Wagon for Railease, and it is this design that can 
be built from this kit. There are two variations where the 
underframe is concerned, with almost identical bodies. 100 wagons 
were in fact rebuilds of PGA hopper wagons, using the underframe 
which was lengthened and fitted with a new box body. These have a 
stepped solebar & disc brakes with a handwheel. They are fitted 
with ESC suspension units with 4 coil springs. The remaining 60 
wagons were all new with straight solebars and had Gloucester 
pedestal suspension, & 8 shoe clasp brakes with levers for hand 
operation. Some wagons have the earlier design of Gloucester 
suspension, and others have the later Mk IV ( both types are 
supplied in this kit). All 160 wagons were painted 'Barclays Blue' 
(the Bank being the owner via Mercantile Credit), with yellow ends. 
In use the wagons became extremely dirty with numerous patches of 
different coloured paint, oil and rust. In mid 1990 all 181 wagons 
were taken into BR ownership, and recoded SSA. They were then 
hired to United Engineering Steels. The only change to livery was 
the painting out of the large 'SR', and the code/no. in the TOPS 
panel, and its replacement with 'SSA' and the new number. The 
wagons had various dents and bent ends, and some had missing 
brake gear parts (Jan. 1992) - 470141 had no brakelever rack, 
470165 had no brakelever, and 470040 had a missing handwheel. 
From about 1985, the wagons were modified by the addition of a 
small shield over the air pipe (this is on the model, but can be cut 
off if the 'as built' condition is required). During use it was found 
that small pieces of scrap lodged on the horizontal bracing, and 
then flew off when travelling along. To prevent this, strips of steel 
plate were fitted at 45o on the top and centre bracing of the sides, 
and on most wagons, the ends were also done (by 1988 at least one 
wagon still had not had been modified - see 'Rail Freight - today' 
p.116). There are different ways that the centre brace by the the 
ladder has been treated - see sketch (XIII). The type of scrap 
carried varies, from small swarf to quite large chunks (perhaps best 
shown by the photos in 'Rail Portfolio 9 pp.14/15). While the 
'Speedlink' service was in operation wagons were 'tripped' from 
scrap yards and forwarded in 'Speedlink' trains to Sheffield. The 
main areas sending scrap were London, Birmingham, Tyneside, 
Cumbria, Snailwell, and Warrington. Other places known to 
forward scrap are South Wales and Exeter (although not in SSA's). 
Bibliography: 'An Illustrated History of BR Wagons' Vol. I: p.74 
(OPC) 'Model Railway Constructor': Oct/Nov/Dec - 1986 (Ian 
Allan) 'Railfreight Portfolio 9': pp.14,15 (Jane's) 'Freight Only' Vols. 
1: pp.16,75,76,93; 2: pp.124,125,152; 3: p.76 (Silver Link) 'Modern 
Railways': Jan - 1985, p.13 (Ian Allan) 'Private Owner Wagons' Vol. 
1: p.11 (Metro) Modern Private Owner Wagons on British Rail': 
p.75(PSL).'Rail': No.162 (27/11/91) p.27 (EMAP). 
Acknowedgements: Trevor Mann, Mark Saunders, David Larkin: 
for information and photos. Separate suspension/W-irons design 
developed from a correspondence with David Larkin c.1975. 
Construction: Always work in a well ventilated area when using 
solvents Separate parts from sprues carefully, as required, and use a 
solvent such as Humbrol 'Liquid Poly' for assembly (except for 'fold-
up wheel units' - see below). On the 'solebar' sprue, parts have 
numbers; on the 'wheel unit' sprue, parts have letters to identify 
them. Begin by assembling the sides and ends. You may wish to 
bevel the ends of the top bracing to match that on the ends.       (see

 inset in sketch I ). Then add the floor, which fits between the ends 
and onto the bottom of the sides. At the right hand end of the sides, 
there are small locating ledges for the ladders (fitted later); fit 
corner plates (4) inside at these corners, with the triangular end 
flush with the top of the body, then plain corner plates (3) in the 
other two corners. Add buffer body/pieces (9), and buffer heads 
(10) (I). 
Underframe: fit brass bearings into the wheel units (A), apply 
'Mekpak' to folds, fold to 90o onto axles, holding in position with a 
rubber band and add more solvent to inside of fold. Leave to set 
overnight. ( ‘Liquid Poly’ can be used for this joint, but it will need 
to be applied before folding, & not disturbed until completely 
hardened) (II). 
(NOTE If you are using EM/S4 wheels, the holes in the wheelunit 
top (A) will need to be enlarged.)
 From this stage, parts required depend on which of the two types 
are being built: if the 'all-new' design is required, proceed to 'Type 
Two'.  
Type One: Note that the floor is marked A/B at the ends: turn the 
body upside down with end A on the left. Use stepped solebars (2), 
which need the bracket cut away at the end that will fit at A (over 
the brake handwheel) - see sketch (III). Fit them to the edge of the 
floor. Glue together the halves of tank (8), and cylinder (17). Fit 
pad (7) to floor at position 7/8 with tank (8) on it; and cylinder (17) 
on circle Y(IV). Handwheel (L) or (K) fits on bracket (J). (V) By 
now it is the next day, and the suspension details (marked E on 
sprue) can be added to the wheelunits (A), put a drop of solvent in 
the hole on the back & fit over the end of the brass bearing. Ensure 
that the top is parallel to the top edge of the wheel unit (A) and add 
solvent to fix parts (E) firmly to the wheelunits. They should now be 
fitted to the plate (B). One end of the wagon can have a 
compensated (or rocking) unit to improve running. This is done by 
fitting the end of the wheelunit marked 'R' to the end of the plate 
marked '1'. Put the central notch under one clip and press the other 
side down so that the other notch locates under the second clip (No 
solvent!!!). (VI) Fit the other wheelunit with the end 'R' at the end 
of plate (B) marked '0'. This is the fixed or non-rocking axle which 
should be fitted to the end A of the floor - see sketch. Fit the 
rocking unit at the end B. The brake plates (F) are fitted between 
the solebars against the rib on the back of the solebars. Add the 
handwheel/bracket(J) assemblies to the back of solebars between 
the plate (F) & suspension unit (E) at end A of wagon (VII) (i.e. 
both at the same end).   
Type Two:  Use solebars (1) and fit to edge of floor. Fit tank halves 
(6) together, noting the offset ribs should be aligned, and cylinder 
(17). Glue pad (5) to floor at position 5/6 & fit tank (6) on it. Glue 
pad (7) to floor at X and fit cylinder (17) on it - see sketch (VIII). 
Proceed to assemble wheelunits (A) to plates (B) as described for 
Type One above and add Gloucester suspension details (D) or (G) - 
as far as known the designs are not mixed. Note that they are 
handed, if the pair from one sprue are fitted to the same wheelunit, 
you won't get it wrong! The side with the identification letter on the 
back is at the outer end of the wagon. Do not glue the assemblies 
A/B to the floor yet. Place them in position & fit the brake shoes 
(H) to the pins on the back of the solebars so that they do not foul 
the wheels or prevent movement of the rocking unit - a small 
amount of plastic may have to be trimmed off the corners of 
wheelunit (A) if it touches the brakeshoe (IX).  The 
wheelunits/plates can now be fitted. (If they are fitted permanently 
before the brakeshoes, there is a strong possibility that the rocking 
unit will become glued to the brakeshoes preventing movement!)  
Finally the brake levers (11) should be fitted to the solebar bottom 
edge & to the strip on the solebar under the third panel from the 
right (with the wagon on its wheels); with the leverage 'ladder' (12) 
on the back of the solebar to the right of the brakelever rack. 
Repeat on other side. (X) On both types the small brake 
changeover valve (M) can be fitted to the left hand suspension unit 
(the one nearest cylinder position X) - see sketch (XI). 
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Transfers: sheets formerly produced by us, are now available from Modelmaster — 
CT2  Air braked wagons = ref. 4866, and CT4 Departmental wagons = ref. 4867


